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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This paper deals with the computational aspects of continuous-state, discounted-cost Markov
Decision Problems (MDPs), as they arise in discrete-time stochastic control ([7], [8]) and is a
continuation of a research effort ([20], [21]) aimed at the understanding of the computational
complexity of control problems.
In a typical MDP, we are given a controlled discrete-time system that evolves in a state space
S c R' and we are interested in computing a fixed point J* of the dynamic programming operator
T (acting on a space of functions on the set S) defined by
(TJ)(x)= inf [g(x,u) + J()P()P(yx, u) dy] Vx E S. (1.1)
Here, C c R " is the control space, g(x,u) is the cost incurred if the current state is x and
control u is applied, a E (0,1) is a discount factor, and P(y I x, u) is a stochastic kernel that
specifies the probability distribution of the next state y, when the current state is x and control
u is applied. Then, J*(x) is interpreted as the value of the expected discounted cost, starting
from state x, and provided that the control actions are chosen optimally (see Section 2 for more
details). Unfortunately, even if the problem data (the functions g and P) are given in closed
form, the equation TJ* = J* does not usually admit closed form solutions and must be solved
numerically. This can be accomplished by discretizing the continuous problem to obtain an MDP
with finite state and control spaces. Then, the resulting discrete problem can be solved by means
of several algorithms such as successive approximation (value iteration), policy iteration, or linear
programming [5]. Furthermore, there are bounds available on how fine the discretization should be
in order to achieve a desired accuracy (see e.g. [27] and the references therein).
The computational requirements of continuous-state MDPs are substantial and for this reason,
past research has focused on the finite-state case (see e.g. [15] and the references therein). However,
the availability of more powerful computer hardware might make the solution of such problems
feasible, including real-time applications (e.g. in robotics [23]).
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a multigrid variant of the successive
approximation algorithm, together with a detailed analysis of its computational requirements. This
algorithm proceeds by solving the problem approximately on a coarse grid and by using the coarse-
grid solution as a starting point for the solution on a finer grid. Thus, most of the work takes place
on coarse grids with a complexity reduction resulting. In particular, our algorithm has optimal
complexity, in a certain sense to be made precise later.
A novelty in our complexity analysis is that we simultaneously consider the dependence on the
desired accuracy E and on the discount factor a (as E 1 0 and a T 1). The dependence on a is
interesting for both theoretical and practical reasons. From the theoretical point of view, when a
approaches 1, the problem converges in a certain sense to an "average cost" problem [5]. From the
practical point of view, if one discretizes a continuous-time discounted stochastic control problem,
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the discount factor in the resulting discrete-time problem approaches 1 as the discretization step
becomes finer. It will be shown that the dependence of the complexity on a is significantly affected
by the presence or absence of a certain accessibility (mixing) condition.
Multigrid methods have been studied extensively, primarily for the numerical solution of partial
differential equations and have been found, both theoretically and experimentally, to offer sub-
stantial computational savings (see e.g. [9], [14]). In the context of stochastic control, multigrid
methods have been independently introduced in [1,2] and [16]. (Also see [6] and the references
therein for related works.) However, our work is different in a number of important respects to be
discussed in Section 7.3.
Outline of the paper
The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce our notation and review some basic facts about monotone contraction
operators. We state our assumptions and define the problem of interest.
In Section 3, we describe a discretization procedure related to the one introduced in [27], and
quantify the resulting approximation error.
In Section 4, we introduce an "accessibility condition" which is a continuous-state formulation
of a "scrambling-type" condition discussed in [13,24]. We show that the accessibility condition
leads to faster convergence of successive approximation methods and to better discretization error
bounds. We also show that if a continuous-state problem satisfies an accessibility condition, then
this property is inherited by the discretized version of the problem.
In Section 5, we review some error bounds for the successive approximation algorithm, introduce
our model of computation, and develop some estimates on the computational cost of a typical
iteration.
In Section 6, we analyze the complexity of the classical (single-grid) successive approximation
algorithm. The analysis in this (and the next section) is carried out twice: for general problems,
as well as for problems satisfying the accessibility condition.
In Section 7, we introduce our multigrid version of the successive approximation algorithm and
analyze its complexity. We compare our approach with the one introduced in [1,2] and [16]. We
also discuss the optimality of our methods.
In Section 8, we consider the computation of a policy whose cost is within E of the optimal.
Finally, in Section 9, we discuss several extensions and generalizations of our results and suggest
certain directions for future research.
3
2. MARKOV DECISION PROBLEMS
In this section, we give a precise definition of Markov Decision Problems (MDPs), and state our
assumptions. We start by introducing some notation and with a review of some basic concepts.
2.1. Notation, Norms, and Operators
Let {fa}aEI be a collection of real-valued functions, indexed by ac E I, defined on a set X. We
use infEI fa to denote the real-valued function defined by
inf fo,(x) = inf {f(z)}, x E X. (2.1)
aEI aEI
The notation supaEI f"a is defined similarly.
Let S be a Borel measurable subset of the Euclidean space R". We use B(S) [respectively, C(S)]
to denote the space of all bounded Borel measurable (respectively, bounded continuous) functions
on S. When comparing two functions J, J' E B(S), we use the notation J < J' which is to be
interpreted as J(x) < J'(x) for all x E S.
We view the Euclidean space R n as a normed vector space by endowing it with the sup-norm
I ,. We will also use I1 IIoo to denote the sup-norm on B(S) which is defined by
IlJllo = sup IJ(x)l, J E B(S). (2.2)
xES
It is well known that B(S) is complete with respect to the sup-norm 11 I1o (see e.g. [3]) and is
therefore a Banach Space. Similarly, C(S) is also a Banach Space under the same norm (see e.g.
[17]); hence, C(S) is a closed subspace of B(S). We define
11IIJQ = sup J(x) - inf J(x), J E B(S). (2.3)
xES zES
The function 11 11q is called the span norm in [13,24] and can be easily shown to satisfy the triangle
inequality. (In fact, it is a quasi-norm.) It also satisfies
IIJlIQ < 211Jloo, VJ e B(S). (2.4)
An operator A: B(S) '-+ B(S) is called a monotone operator if J < J' implies AJ < AJ'.
Furthermore, if there exists some ca (0, 1) such that IIAJ - AJ'IIo < aIlJ - J'llo for all J, J' E
B(S), then A is called a contraction operator on B(S), with contraction factor a. Operators that
satisfy both properties are called monotone contraction operators ([12], [27]).
2.2. Specification of a Markov Decision Problem
An MDP is defined as follows. We are given state space S c R" on which a controlled stochastic
process evolves, and a control space C c R m from which control actions will be chosen. We assume
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that S and C are bounded and measurable and, without loss of generality, we can make the further
assumption that S c [0, 1]" and C = [0, 1]n. The dynamics of the system are described by a Borel
measurable function P: S x S x C '- [0, oo). In particular, P(ylx, u) is to be interpreted as the
probability density of the next state y when the current state is x and the control u is applied.
We incorporate state-dependent constraints in our formulation. In particular, for each x E S,
we are given a nonempty set U(x) c C of admissible controls. Let
r {(x,u) I x E S and uE U(x)}. (2.5)
We assume that r is the intersection of a closed subset of R" x R m with the set S x C. That is,
r is closed with respect to the induced topology on S x C.
If at some stage k, the state is x and control u is applied, then a cost akg(x, u) is incurred, where
g : S x C - R is a bounded measurable function, and a E (0, 1) is the discount factor. A Markov
Decision Problem is specified by the tuple (S, C, {U(x)})ES, P, g, a).
2.3. Assumptions
We assume that there exists a constant K > 1 such that:
A.1: Ig(x,u) - g(x', u')l < K(lIz - x'jlI + lu - u'llo), for all x,x' E S and u, u' E C.
A.2: IP(ylx, u) - P(y'lx', u')l < K(lly - y'l1l + lix - x'11. + Iju - u'llo), for all x, x', y, y' E S and
u, U' E C.
A.3: For any x,z' E S and any u' E U(x'), there exists some u E U(x) such that lu - u'lloo <
Kllx - x'Ill.
A.4: 0 < P(ylz, u) < K and fs P(ylx, u)dy = 1, for all x, y E S and u E C.
The first two assumptions state that g and P are Lipschitz continuous.' The third is the same as
an assumption used in [4], and is a continuity condition on the point-to-set mapping xz i- U(x). The
last assumption reflects the fact that P(.ix,u) is a probability density. Unless otherwise stated,
Assumptions A.1 - A.4 will always be in effect. (Generalizations of Assumptions A.2 and A.4
are discussed in Section 9.) Under these assumptions, our MDP is a special case of the lower
semi-continuous model studied in [7].
2.4. Policies and the Optimal Cost Function
Let
-d- fl: S F- C | # is Borel measurable and pi(x) E U(x), Vx E S}. (2.6)
Let II ° be the set of all sequences ir = (po, pL,...) of elements of H. Each element of Il °° is
called a policy and is interpreted as a prescription for choosing control actions as a function of time
1. The choice of norm for R", Rn+m, and R 2n+ m does not affect our complexity analysis
because by norm equivalence [17] it only changes the Lipschitz constant by a constant factor; in
contrast, the choice of norm for B (S) matters.
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and of the current state. In particular if the state at time t is equal to some x and policy 7r is
used, then control pt(x) is applied. Once a particular policy is fixed, we can construct a Markov
process {4x I t = 0, 1,.. . by letting P(. ,j ,it(X4)) be the probability density function of xr+l,
conditioned on x'.
For any policy 7r E II, we define its cost J,(x), as a function of the initial state, by letting
r = E etg(Xut(x)) = x}, x E S. (2.7)
t=O
The optimal cost function J* : S '- R is defined by
J*(x) = inf J,(x), x E S. (2.8)
Accordingly, a policy ir is called optimal if Jr = J*.
2.5. The Dynamic Programming Operator and Bellman's Equation
We define the dynamic programming operator T: B (S) '- B(S), by letting
TJ(x) = inf {g(x, u) + a J(y)P(ylxIu)dy}, x S. (2.9)
It is well known (and is easily shown) that T is a monotone contraction operator (see e.g. [12],
[27]). Furthermore, as a consequence of Assumption A.4, T has the property
T(J + cls) = TJ + acls, VJ E B(S), Vc E R, (2.10)
where is denotes a function defined on the set S that is identically equal to 1. A last useful
property is
IITJ - TJ'IIQ < aIJ - J'IQ, , JJ' E B(S), (2.11)
as can be verified by a simple calculation.
Of interest to us is the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1: T maps B (S) into C(S). In particular, T maps C(S) into itself.
Proof: Fix some J E B(S). We define
H(x, u) = g(x, u) + a J(y)P(yx, u)dy, Vx E S, u E C.
Using Assumptions A.1-A.2 and the fact fs dy < 1, we have
IH(x,u)-H(x', u')I < (K + aKIIJlloI)(llx-x' + Ilu - u'lloo), x, x' E S,u, u' E C.
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Fix some e > 0, x,z a E S, and let v' E U(z') be such that H(x', v') < infu,eu(,s) H(x', u') + c.
According to Assumption A.3, there exists some v E U(x) such that 1lv - v'l1I < K[jx - x'1100.
Then,
TJ(x)-TJ(x') = inf H(x,u)- inf H(x', u')
UEU(() t,'EU(X')
< H(x, v) - H(x', v') + E
< K(1 + aclJllcj)(llx - x'Ioo + lv - v'llco) + e
_ K(1 + allJ[Ik)(1 + K)llx - x'loo + c.
By symmetry, the same upper bound holds for TJ(x') - TJ(x) as well. Furthermore, since e is
arbitrary, we may let e decrease to zero to obtain
ITJ(x) - TJ(x')l • K(1 + K)(1 Q+ cllJlloo)lx - x'llooV, Vx, x' E S.
This shows that TJ is Lipschitz continuous and, in particular, TJ E C(S). q.e.d.
Since B (S) is a Banach Space and T is a contraction operator on B(S), the dynamic programming
equation (Bellman's Equation) J = TJ has a unique solution in B (S) (see e.g. [17]); it follows from
Lemma 2.1 that such a solution actually belongs to C(S). Furthermore, by Corollary 9.17.2 of [7],
the solution is the same as J*. Hence, J* is a continuous function and could have been defined as
the unique fixed point of the dynamic programming operator T.
2.6. Stationary Policies and Associated Operators
For any , E II, a policy of the form 7r = (y, /A,...) is called a stationary policy. When dealing
with a stationary policy, we abuse notation and use / to denote the policy and J, to denote its
expected cost function (instead of using 7r and J., respectively). For any 1 E II, we define the
operator T,: B(S) -* B(S), by letting
Jx g (x(x)) + a J(y)P(y x,(x)) dy, x E S. (2.12)
Similarly with T, T, is a monotone contraction operator, and satisfies Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11).
It follows from Proposition 7.29 of [7] that T, maps B(S) into itself. Again since T, is a
contraction operator on the Banach space B(S), T,, must have a unique fixed point in B(S); it is
then easily shown that the unique fixed point of T, is J, (see e.g. [7]).
More importantly, it is shown in Corollary 9.17.2 of [7] that there exists an optimal stationary
policy. Thus, we can restrict attention to stationary policies and from now on, the word "policy"
should be interpreted as "stationary policy".
2.7. Problem Statement
We are interested in the computation of J* and of a corresponding optimal policy ,*. This
can be accomplished, in principle, by solving the Bellman Equation J = TJ. However, since
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Bellman's Equation is infinite-dimensional and nonlinear, we have to be content with computing
approximations to J* and s*.
Let e > O. If a function J E B(S) satisfies the inequality IIJ - J*11l < E, we call it an c-
approximation of J* or an c-optimal cost function. Subsequent sections (Sections 3-7) deal with the
computation of an c-optimal cost function for a given MDP. We defer the question of approximating
an optimal policy to Section 8.
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3. DISCRETIZATION PROCEDURES
The computation of an c-approximation of J* is usually accomplished by "discretizing" the
original problem and by constructing a new MDP that has finite state and control spaces. However,
since we will be comparing functions corresponding to different discretization levels, it is both
conceptually and notationally simpler for us to consider MDPs that involve simple functions on S
rather than functions on finite subsets of S. In this section, we construct such a discretization and
estimate the resulting inaccuracy as a function of the grid-spacing and of the discount parameter
C.
3.1. Discretization of the State and Control Spaces
Let h E (0, 1] be a scalar that parametrizes the coarseness of our discretizations; we call h the
grid-size or the grid-level. We start by partitioning the unit interval I = [0, 1] into a collection Ih
of subsets. In particular, Ih consists of the set [0, h] together with all nonempty sets of the form
(ih, (i+ 1)h] n I, i = 1, 2, .... We then partition the unit n-dimensional cube [0, 1]" into a collection
I.h of subsets defined by
njdef
n times
We discretize the state space by partitioning it into a finite collection of subsets. Each set in
this partition is the intersection of S with an element of In . More precisely, we let Sh be the set of
all nonempty sets a of the form a = S n t, t E I2h, and these sets form the desired partition. We
choose a representative element from each a E Sh and we let Sh be the set of all representatives.
For any x E S, we let a, be the element of Sh to which x belongs. We also use i6, to denote the
representative of the set ao,.
The control space is discretized by letting Ch be the set of all (ul, ... , uM) E C such that each
ui is an integer multiple of h. The set of admissible discretized controls is defined by
Uh(x) = {i ECh I u - u o < for some u E U()} , E S. (3.1)
For any x E S, the set U(d&) is nonempty, by assumption. Furthermore, using the definition of
Ch, for any u E U(t&) there exists some fi E Ch such that Ilu - uilloo < h/2. Thus, the set Uh(x) is
nonempty for each x E S. It is also easy to see that
Uh(X) = Uh ( X') = (h(,), VX E S, Vx' E .. (3.2)
3.2. Discretization of the Cost and the Dynamics
We are primarily interested in the case where h is small. We can therefore assume that h < 1/2K,
where K > 1 is the constant of Assumptions A.1 - A.4. Given some h E (0, 1/2K], we define the
functions gh: S X Ch - R and Ph S x S x Ch '-4 [0, oo) by letting
gh(X, =i) df (g(. ij) (3.3)
Ph (yl X, fi)aI P(6Y &' u) (3.4)fs P(6y 165, 5)dy'
We verify that Ph is well-defined by checking that the denominator in Eq. (3.4) is nonzero. Indeed,
using Assumption A.2,
IP( & , iU)- P(yl, i) I < KIIY -yIo < Kh.
Thus,
IP(&Y la, )dy > |P(yld,, f)dy - Khdy > I1- Kh>2'
where we have made use of Assumption A.4 and the obvious fact that the volume of S is bounded
by 1.
We note that for each (x, f) E S x Ch, the function Ph(-lx, ) is a probability density on S.
Furthermore, Ph(yIx, i) can be viewed as a sample of P(. I, 5) at the points 6y, >,, except that
the samples are suitably normalized.
We have so far constructed a discretized MDP (S, Ch,({Uh(x)},gh, Ph, a). The dynamic pro-
gramming operator Th:: B (S) - B (S) corresponding to this problem is defined by
TJ(x)-- min {gh(x, f) + a J(Y)Ph(yxi, )dy} , J E B(S). (3.5)
aeUX (x)
Similarly with T, Th is also a monotone contraction operator and satisfies Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11).
3.3. The Discretized Dynamic Programming Equation
Given the partition Sh of the state space S, we say that a function f with domain S is a simple
function on Sh if f is constant on each element of Sh. That is, f(x) = f(x') for every a E Sh and
every x, x' E v.
For any fixed 5i E Ch, the functions gh(', 5) and fS J(Y)Ph(y I , i) dy are simple on Sh. It follows
from Eq. (3.5) that for any J E B(S), ThJ is a simple function on Sh.
Since simple functions on Sh form a complete normed space, the fixed point of Th must also be
a simple function on Sh; in particular, there exists a unique simple function on Sh, denoted by Jf,
that solves the discretized Bellman Equation J = ThJ.
It is not difficult to see that the discretized problem (S, 8 C,{Uh(x)}1,h, h, a) is equivalent to
an MDP whose state space is the finite set Sh. To this latter problem, we can associate an optimal
cost function J §: Sh -_ R and we have the relation
Jh() = J(X), VX S.
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For our purposes, however, it is easier to work with the state space S, rather than Sh, because J,
and J* are defined on the same set S and can be directly compared.
3.4. Discretization Error Bounds
Our main discretization error estimate is the following:
Theorem 3.1: There exist constants K 1 and K 2 (depending only on the constant K of Assump-
tions A.1 - A.4) such that for all h E (0, 1/2K], and all J E B(S),
IITJ - ThJlloo < (Ki + aK2IIJllQ)h. (3.6)
Furthermore,
IIJ* - Jhlloo < 1 (K1 + K2lJ*IIQ)h. (3.7)
Proof: We start with the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1:
There exists some constant Kp (depending only on the constant K of Assumptions A.1-A.4) such
that
IPh(ylx,i) - P(ylx,i a) < Kph, V(y,z,f) e S x S x Ch, Vh E (0,1/2K]. (3.8)
Proof: Fix some (y, x, uf) E S x S x Ch and some h E (0, 1/2K]. Using Assumption A.2, we have
I J P(&yx,,u)dy -1 = I| P(d i,xu)dy- J P(y&6,ti)dyl
<Is lP(&dYlX) - P(yZ,u) dy (3.9)
< Kh.
Hence,
Ph(yIx, U) - P(ylx, fi) IPh(yIx, Ai) - P( I&., ) + IP(&yI&,,i) - P(YIx, i)j
< P(&YI&, ) 1 - fs P(&yI X, ) ,+2Kh
Kh
< K Kh + 2Kh (3.10)
Is P(&y I &, u)dy
Kh
< K + 2Kh
- 1- -Kh
< (2K 2 + 2K)h,
which proves the desired result, with Kp = (2K 2 + 2K). q.e.d.
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix some J E B (S) and some x E S. We define
H(u) = g(x, u) + a j J(y)P(ylx, u)dy, u EC, (3.11)
lh(U) = gh(x, i) + c J (y)Ph(yI x,) dy, u E Ch. (3.12)
Fix some e > 0 and let v E U(x) be such that H(v) < infuu(x) H(u) + e. Using Assumption A.3,
there exists some v' E U(6r) such that lv - v'llo < KjIx - iKloo < Kh. Finally, choose some
v E Uth(6) = Uh(x) such that lvl - lo <5 h/2. [This is possible because of the way that Uh(6r)
is defined.] Notice that
K + 2) h.
We now have
ThJ(x)-TJ(x)= inf Hh(u)- inf H(u)
~iiEh(X) uEU(x)
< HK(v)-H(v)+ E (3.13)
•< IH(v) - H(v)l + IH(v) - H(v)l + c.
We bound the two terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.13). For the first term,
IHh(V) - H(v)I < I9h(, V) - g(x, )I + af IJ(Y) I' Ph((ylx,) - P(ylx, v)|dy
• Ig(., V) - g(x, v)I + ailIJiif IPh(ylx, v) - P(ylx, v)ldy (3.14)
< Kllx - ,a11. + atJIIjoKph
< (K + aKplJllo)h,
where Kp is the constant of Lemma 3.1.
For the second term,
IH(V) - H(v)l < Ig(x, ) - g(,v)il + IlJ IP(ylx, ) - P(ylx, v)ldy
< K||V - vo1 + aIlJIooKIIV - vlloo (3.15)
< (K + aKIIJIIo)(K + 2)h.
We now use the bounds (3.14) and (3.15) in Eq. (3.13) to obtain
ThJ(x) - TJ(x) < (K 1 + K,,211IJll,)h + c, (3.16)
where K 1 and K' are suitable constants.
We now prove a similar inequality for TJ(x)- ThJ(x). Choose some v E Uh(x) such that
H(v) = infEiiE(z) H(u). [Such a v exists because the set Uh(x) is finite.] By the definition of
Uh(x), there exists some v' E U(5r) such that jij - v'loIo < h/2. Furthermore, by Assumption A.3,
there exists some v E U(x) such that lv - v'lloo < Kh. Then,
TJ(x)-ThJ(x)= inf H(u)- inf fh(i)
<EH(v) f-Eh(i).(3.17)
< H()- h().12
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We then follow the steps that led to Eq. (3.16) to obtain
TJ(x) - ThJ(z) < (K 1 + aKIJ2JIIoo)h. (3.18)
We combine inequalities (3.16) and (3.18) to obtain
ITJ(x) - ThJ(x) <_ (K 1 + aK2IIJIIoo)h + e. (3.19)
This inequality holds for every e > 0 and it must therefore hold for e = 0 as well. Taking the
supremum over all x E S, we obtain
IITJ - ThJlloo < (K 1 + aK2IIJloo)h. (3.20)
To complete the proof of the first part of the theorem, let
c=-2 [sup J(x)+ inf J(x)] .
2 -ES xES
Since T and Th satisfy Eq. (2.10), we have
IITJ - ThJllo = IIT(J + cls) - Th(J + cls)lloo (2.21)
< (K 1 + aKIIJ + clslloo)h,
where the last step made use of Eq. (3.20). It is easily seen that IIJ + clsIIo = IIJIIQ/2, and we
obtain
IITJ - ThJJIIo < (K1 + cK 2IIJIIQ)h, (3.22)
where K 2 = K'/2. Thus, Eq. (3.6) has been established.
Lemma 3.2: Let T 1, T2: B (S) '-+ B (S) be contraction operators with contraction factor ca and let
J1, J2 E B (S) be their respective fixed points. Then,
IIJ1- J211 < IITJ1 - T2 Jlllo.
Proof: Using the triangle inequality, we have
Ill - J2 11 = IITJ 1 - T2J 2 11oo
< IITJ1 - T2 JllIoo + IIT2J1 - T 2J21loo (3.23)
< IIT1J 1 - T 2JlIIo + allJ1 -J211oo
from which the result follows. q.e.d.
We now use Lemma 3.2 (with T, = T, T 2 = Th, J1 = J*, J2 = Jh) and Eq. (3.22), with J = J*,
to obtain
lIJ* - JKloo < IITJ* - ThJ*I < 1 1(K1 + aK2 11J*llI)h,
*- a; 1 _ < 1- -13
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which completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.
Let J°(x) = 0 for all x E S. It follows from Assumption A.1 that IITJ°IIQ < 2K. Since T is a
contraction operator with respect to the quasi-norm 11 'IQ [cf. Eq. (2.11)], we have
IIJ*IIQ = IITJ* - JOIIQ < IITJ* - TJ°IIq + IITJ ° - JojjQ < aIIJ*IjQ + IITJOIIQ,
which implies that,
IIJ*lQ < 2K (3.24)1 a
By an identical argument, we also get
IIJhl]Q < 2K (3.25)
Using Eq. (3.24), the discretization error bound of Theorem 3.1 yields:
Corollary 3.1: There exists some constant K' (depending only on the constant K of Assumptions
A.1-A.4) such that for every h E (0,1/2K] we have
11'h
I ll )2 (3.26)
where
K' = K 1 + 2KK 2. (3.27)
In the next section, we show that under certain assumptions, IIJ*lQI can be bounded by a
constant independent of a in which case the bound of Eq. (3.26) can be sharpened.
The following result will be also needed later:
Lemma 3.3: For every J E B (S) and every h > 0, we have
IIThJIIQ < 2K + aliJIIQ.
Proof: Using the definition of Th, it is evident that
sup ThJ(x) < max g(x, u) + a sup J(x)
xES (x,u)ESxC xES
and
inf ThJ(x) > min g(x, u) + a inf J(x).
XES (x,u)ESXC zES
By subtracting these two inequalities, we have
IIThJlIQ < max g9(x,u) - min g(x,tu) + allJllQ < 2K + aIIJIIQ,
- (X,U)ESXC (x,,)ESx-
where the last inequality follows from Assumption A.1. q.e.d.
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3.5. Remarks
1. The bounds of Theorem 3.1 are similar to those in Theorem 6.1 of [27], although our discretization
procedure is different. A key difference is that our discretized problems are defined on the same
state space S (unlike [27]) and all of the operators Th act on the same function space B (S). This
greatly facilitates the grid-level changes in the multigrid algorithms to be introduced later. For
example, in our framework, two iterations on different grids correspond to the application of an
operator of the form ThThI. In contrast, in the framework in [27] a grid-level change requires
the application of certain interpolation and projection operators.
2. The normalization of Ph [cf. Eq. (3.4)] ensures that Th remains a contraction operator with
contraction factor a for all h. (In particular, the contraction factor is independent of grid-size.)
This fact is essential for the validity of our subsequent complexity analysis for the case where a
approaches 1.
3. The assumptions that the control space C is equal to [0, 1]m and that the functions g and P are
defined (and are Lipschitz continuous) on the entire set C, allow us to use a uniform discretization
of C, independent of the constraint sets U(x). This idea was used in [4], where the additional
requirement Uh(x) c U(x) was imposed. However, such a requirement is not necessary in our
framework.
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4. THE ACCESSIBILITY CONDITION
In this section, we introduce and discuss the implications of a k-stage accessibility condition.
This is a continuous-state formulation of the "scrambling-type" condition discussed in [13,24].
For any u E II, let Pt(ylx) = P(ylx, u(x)). Let po0,!sl,... be a sequence of elements of II. We
define a function Pi Pi_l ... Pl P,*o : S x S - R by means of the recursive formula
(P,,PS- 'i"Po)(xx+lx) ixo)= Pxj(x+ l.xi)( .P,'Po)(x1 lxo)dxi. (4.1)
We can interpret (Pi,, P,1 Po)(xi+l lxo) as the probability density of the state xi+l at time i+ 1,
given that the initial state is x0 and that policy 7r = (P0o, pLl,...) is used.
We fix some positive integer k and we define
r(y) = inf P .- . P.0 o(YX)·. (4.2)
~ESa,4k-1-.. ,t6,o r1
We say that P satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate p > 0 if
J r(y)dy > p. (4.3)
[The integral in Eq. (4.3) is well-defined because r(.) can be shown to be Lipschitz continuous,
hence measurable.] Intuitively, Eq. (4.3) states that there exists a subset of S (of non-zero Lebesgue
measure) such that the probability density of the random variable xk is positive on that subset,
no matter what the initial state is and what policy is used. Differently said, there is a subset of S
that cannot be avoided by judicious choice of a policy and initial state. This condition is easy to
check and typically holds when the system being controlled is "sufficiently noisy".
We introduce a similar accessibility condition for the discretized problems constructed in Sec-
tion 3. For the discretized problems, the set of policies is defined as
ftha-= {ah : S -. h I Ph is a simple function on Sh and Ah(x) E Uh(x), Vx e S} (4.4)
Notice that fih is a finite set. For any A E rh, we use the notation P/i(y x) = P l(y I x, A(x)). We
say that Ph satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate p > 0 if
f r(y) dy >_ p, (4.5)
where
F(y)f min PAl._..P .So(y lx) (4.)
xES,Aik-1 .--,AoEfbh
[We use "min" instead of "inf" because rih is finite and the expression in Eq. (4.6) is a simple
function of x.]
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Our interest in the accessibility condition stems from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that are proved next.
Theorem 4.1: If P satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate p, then:
a) IITkJ - TkJI'IQ < Cak(l - p)IIJ - J'IIq, for all J,J' E B(S).
b) There exists a constant K 3 (depending only on p, K, and k) such that IIJ*llQ < K 3 .
Similarly, if Ph satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate p, then:
a') IITkJ - ThkJ'IqQ < • k(1 - p)llJ - J'IIQ, for all J,J' E B(S).
b') There exists a constant K' (depending only on p, K, and k) such that jIJh[]q < K'.
Proof: Using Eq. (2.9), we have
TJ= inf T,J, VJEB(S). (4.7)
(Actually, there are some measurability issues that must be addressed in order to establish Eq.
(4.7). These are handled in Proposition 7.33 of [7].)
defWe introduce some notation. For any x, y E S, let p(ylx) -fr(y). The function p defines an
operator from B (S) into itself by means of the formula
pJ (X)-dfJp(yIx)J(y)dy , J E B(S).
Similarly, each function of the form P1,, ... P,O [cf. Eq. (4.1)] can be viewed as an operator from
B (S) into itself by letting
((Pr,;P5 4i,* * * P1 )J) (x) = f J(y)(PtjP;,1 *Pj(ylx)dy
Using Fubini's Theorem, one obtains relations like P1, ((P_,, ... P,,) J) = (P;, P,_..1 . Po 0)J and
we can therefore omit parentheses without ambiguity. For any i E I1, we let g5(x)d=fg(x,,(x)).
Finally, we use Tt to denote the composition of t replicas of T.
Using Eq. (4.7), we obtain
TkJ - TkJ' = inf{g, + cP,Tk-1J} - inf {g, + aPTk-l1J' }
< sup{g, + aPATk-1J - g, - aPTk-1lJ'}
- asup{Po (Tk-1J _ Tk-1J)}.
Repeating the above procedure k - 1 more times,
TkJ - TkJ' < c k sup {P,,_ ... PVo(J - J')}
I5k--1 ,, o0
= os sup {(Pk_, ... P,O- p)(J -J') + p(J-J')}
5'k-1 ,*.-,4o
< ca sup {(PkL-l ... PLO - p) sup(J - J')(x)1S + p(J - J')}
54k-1 ,-*,5o $ES
= -akj(l-_p) SUP(J-_J)(X)lS + roS1),
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where ro = fs r(y)(J - J')(y) dy. A symmetrical argument yields,
TkJ - TkJ' > ak((1 - p) inf(J - J')(x)ls + rols}.
Combining the two bounds and canceling the rols term,
IITkJ - TkJ'IQ = sup(TkJ - TkJ')(x) - inf(TkJ - TkJ')(x)
3 Z
< ak(1 - p){sup(J - J')(x) - inf(J - J')(x)}
= ak(1 - )IIIJ- J'I,
which establishes part (a).
To prove that IIJ*[ Q < K 3, let J°(x) = 0, for all x E S. Using the triangle inequality,
IIiJ*IQ = IlJ* - J°llQ
< IIT J * - TkJ0llQ + IITkJ °O _ J 0II
< (1 - p)IIJ*IIQ + IITkJOIIQ,
which implies that
IIJ*llQ_ < 11TkJ°lQ
Finally,
k k
ITkJO°IIQ < IIT'JO -Ti-J°IIQ < ai'-l IITJ° IQ < 2kK.
i=1 i=l
Hence, I1J*IIQ < K 3 , where K 3 = 2kK/p is independent of az.
The proof of parts (a') and (b') is identical and is omitted. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.1 states that, under an accessibility condition, Th is a k-stage contraction with respect
to the quasi-norm 11 - IIQ and the contraction factor is independent of ca, even if a increases to 1.
Furthermore, the bound IIJ*llQ < K 3, together with Theorem 3.1, leads to a tighter discretization
error bound:
Corollary 4.1: There exists some constant K" (depending only on the constant K of Assumptions
A.1-A.4, k, and p) such that for every h E (0, 1/2K] we have
K"h
llJ* - a°lloo <
Our next result shows that an accessibility condition on the continuous problem is inherited by
the discretized problems, when the discretization is sufficiently fine.
Theorem 4.2: Suppose that P satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate 2p.
Then there exists some ha > 0 (depending only on K, k, and p) such that for all h E (0, ha], Ph
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satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with rate p.
Proof: We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1: For any f E II , there exists some . E II such that lift- .ullo < (K + 1)h.
Proof: Fix some A E rih and some x0 E S. The partition that contains x0 is ao> and its
representative is o',. Let uo = A(xo) = fi(do>), where the second equality holds because fi
is constant on the set ao'. By the definition of nh, there exists some uo E U(6o) such that
lIUo - 0iioloo < h/2.
Let Gd--f{u E C I IIu- Oii0loo < (K + 1/2)h}. By Assumption A.3, G n U(x) is nonempty, for all
x E o,0. Thus, for every x E ao, we can choose some p(x) E U(x) such that 11i(x) - fi(x)llo =
Il(x) -0iolloo < (K + 1/2)h. By repeating this argument for each set in the partition of S we
obtain a function pi that satisfies the desired inequality. There is one final issue that has to be dealt
with: according to the definition of II, 1p must be a measurable function. This can be accomplished
by appealing to a suitable measurable selection theorem (Proposition 7.33 of [7]). q.e.d.
We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. Let jo,jii,... ,k-l be a sequence of elements of
Ilh. Let 0o,l, .. . ,Pk- 1 be elements of I such that
Ili-Hillso < (K+ l)h, i = 0,1,...,k-1.
(They exist by Lemma 4.1.)
Let ,j and f be elements of II and rih, respectively. Using Lemma 3.1, there exists a constant
Kp such that
IPh(ylx,f(x))- P(yx,f(zx))J < Kph, Vx, y E S. (4.8)
Furthermore, by Assumption A.2,
IP(ylx,f (x)) - (yx,(x))-l < Kit(x) - p(x)l - KIIl - Illto, Vx,y E S. (4.9)
Combining Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), we have
IP(ylx) - P,(yl)l < Kph + KII-ll11, Vx, yE S.
In particular,
|iA,(ylx) - P,,(ylx)l < (Kp + K 2 + K)h, Vx, y E S, i = 0,1,... k- 1.
Using this inequality and the definition of P,,- ... P1,1P,o it follows easily that there exists a
constant K 4 (depending only on K and k) such that
(p PA- . jP.l')(Y I) > (PIb-, Pl Pi,)(YIz) K4 h, Vx, y E S.
Hence,
f r(y) dy > J r(y) dy - K 4h dy > 2p - K 4h > p,
provided that h < had fp/K 4 . Q.E.D.
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5. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS.
In this section, we introduce the successive approximation algorithm. We review some known
bounds on its speed of convergence and study the effects of the accessibility condition. We then
introduce a model of computation and analyze the computational requirements of a typical iteration
of the algorithm.
5.1 Successive Approximation Error Bounds
The successive approximation algorithm for a discretized problem proceeds as follows. We start
with some function J E B (S) which is simple on Sh, and we compute ThJ (t = 1,2,...), where Th
stands for the composition of t replicas of Th and Th represents the identity operator. Since Th is
a contraction operator (with contraction factor a) and since Jh is (by definition) a fixed point of
Th, we have
Jh - ThJiloo < lat!J - Jloo. (5.1)
In particular, T1hJ converges to Jh. A further consequence of the contraction property of Th is the
following well-known error bound [12]:
IIJ4 - TJo 1 IITJ - T'-1JIIh < -- IThJ - JllI 0. (5.2)
In contrast to Eq. (5.1), the bounds of Eq. (5.2) can be computed with information available to the
algorithm.
Since Th is also a monotone operator and satisfies Eq. (2.10), the convergence rate of the algo-
rithm can be accelerated by using the following error bounds (see e.g. [51), that are valid for any
JEB(S):
J, < Tk+IJ + -- max{(Th+lJ - ThJ)(x)}, (5.3)Jh :5 t 1 + a ES
J* Tt+lJ + a min{(T t+J- ThJ)(z)}. (5.4)
h 1 - a XES h
(We have used "max" and "min" because ThtJ and Tt+lJ are simple functions.) The following is
an approximation to Jh that exploits the bounds of Eqs. (5.3)-(5.4):
Jt+l = T+lJ + 2(1- ) [min{(T+'J - TtJ)(x)} + max{(Tt+lJ- TJ)(x)}]. (5.5)
We subtract Eq. (5.3) or (5.4) from Eq. (5.5) to obtain
a c t +lIIJh* - Jt+'ll 0 < a IIT+ 1J - ThJIIq 2(1 -) IThJ - JIIQ (5.6)2(1- a) 2(1 - a)
This bound is not much better than the bound of Eq. (5.2). However, if we assume that a k-stage
accessibility condition holds, Theorem 4.1 yields
IITtk+ lJ - TtkJll < atk(l - p)tllThJ - JllQ < (1 - p)tllThJ - JIIQ- (5.7)
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Combining with Eq. (5.6), we obtain
j* (1- p)jkTh( Jh - Jt k+l < 2(1 - ) IITJ - J(IQ, (5.8)
Thus, the distance of Jt from Jh contracts by a factor of at least (1 - p) every k iterations. In
particular, the convergence rate is independent of a.
Before we can analyze the computational requirements (the complexity) of a typical iteration of
the algorithm, we must first define our model of computation, which is done in the next subsection.
5.2. Model of Computation
Given that we are dealing with problems involving continuous variables, discrete model of com-
putation (such as Turing machines [18]) are not suitable. We shall use instead a continuous model
in which arithmetic operations are performed on infinite precision real numbers (see [19] and [25]
for related models).
Our model consists of three components:
(a) A mechanism for reading the input.
The input to the computation is provided by means of an "oracle" that works as follows:
(i) To obtain information about S, a computer submits to the oracle "queries" consisting of an
element t E Ihn. If t n S is empty then the oracle returns a special symbol to indicate this fact;
otherwise, the oracle returns an element in t n S and the volume An ( n S) of that set, where
An,() stands for the Lebesgue measure.
(ii) To obtain information about U(x), a computer submits to the oracle a pair (h, x) and the oracle
returns a list of the elements of the set Uh(x).
(iii) Finally, to obtain values of g and P at some specific points, the computer submits to the oracle
a triple (x, y, u), and the oracle returns the values of P(ylx, u) and g(x, u).
(b) The nature of the allowed computations.
We consider a computing machine, or simply a "computer" that has the capability of performing
comparisons and elementary arithmetic operations on infinite precision real numbers. Furthermore,
the computer can use the results of earlier computations to decide what queries to submit to the
oracle. The rules by which the computing machine decides at each step what to do next will be
referred to as an "algorithm".
(c) A format for representing the output of the computation.
In our case, the output of the computation is a function J which is simple on Sh, where the
discretization parameter h is to be decided by the computer itself. One possible format is the
following. The computer first outputs the value of h, which implicitly specifies the partition Sh of
S. It then outputs the pair (x, Jh(x)), for every x E S,.
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There are some additional assumptions that have to be made in our particular context: The
computer is provided the values of the dimensions m and n (of C and S, respectively), the discount
factor ac, the desired accuracy e, and the constant K of Assumptions A.1-A.4. Furthermore, if a
k-stage accessibility condition is assumed, the computer is also given the values of k and of the
accessibility rate p.
The computational cost of an algorithm (also called its complexity) will be counted in a very
simple manner: each query to the oracle costs one unit; similarly, each arithmetic operation or
comparison costs one unit. [In a variation of this model, a query asking for the elements of a set
Uh(x) could have cost equal to the cardinality of the set returned by the oracle. Our complexity
estimates, however, are not sensitive to minor variations of this type.]
Let us fix the dimensions m, n, of S and C, respectively, the constant K of Assumptions A.1-A.4,
and the constants k and p involved in the accessibility condition of Section 4. Once these parameters
are fixed, let P(a) be the set of all MDPs with discount factor a and let P = UaE(O,1)P(a). Let
us consider an algorithm -y that given any e > 0 and any MDP in P, returns an E-optimal cost
function. We use C(y; a, e) to denote the worst case running time of this algorithm for a particular
value of e and where the worst case is taken over all MDPs belonging to P (a). We then define the
complexity C(a, C) of solving MDPs as the minimum of C(y; a, c) over all algorithms -y with the
above mentioned properties.
There is a similar definition of the complexity of solving MDPs that satisfy a k-stage accessibility
condition with accessibility rate p. The details of this definition are analogous to the one in the
preceding paragraph. We use Ca,,,(a, ) to denote this complexity.
It is convenient to only consider order of magnitude estimates when arguing about algorithm or
problem complexity. We thus introduce the following notation:
(a) Let f,g : (0, 1] '- [0, oo) be functions of the grid-size h. We write f = 0 (g) if there exist
constants c and ho > 0 such that f(h) < cg(h) for all h E (0, ho]. We also write f = Q (g) if
g=o(f).
(b) Let f,g : (0,1) x (0,1] '-. [0,oo) be functions of a and e. We write f = 0(g), if there exist
constants c, eo > 0, and ao < 1 such that f(e,a) < cg(e, a), for all e E (0,e0] and a E [ao, 1).
We also write f = n (g) if g = O (f).
5.3. The Complexity of Evaluating ThJ
We estimate here the complexity of evaluating TJh according to the formula
ThJ(x) = min {gh(x, U) + a J(y)Ph(yjx,i )dy}, (5.9)
for the case where J is a simple function on Sh. Since ThJ also turns out to be a simple function
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on Sh, we only need to determine the values of ThJ for x E Sh. Thus, ThJ is determined by
ThJ(.) = min h(:, { i) + E a J(.)Ph(l.n , ),n( ) E Sh, (5.10)
where A, stands for the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 1
We make the following observations. Since IShl = O (h-n), and IUh(x)I < 1C5h = O (h-0 ),
there are O (h-(n+m)) different pairs (, ii). Also, for any fixed x and ii, the right-hand side
of Eq. (5.10) can be computed with O (h - n ) operations, with most of the work needed for the
summation. Thus, the total time spent in arithmetic operations and comparisons is O (h-(2n+m)).
Furthermore, O (h-( 2n+m)) oracle queries are sufficient for obtaining the required values of the
functions h, Ph, and of the elements of the sets Uh(4). We have therefore proved the following:
Lemma 5.1: If J is a simple function on Sh, then the complexity of computing ThJ is O (1/h 2 n+").
In our estimates, we have assumed that the minimization with respect to fi is carried out by
exhaustive enumeration. In practice, the dependence on u may have a special structure that can
be exploited to reduce the computational requirements. Nevertheless, our analysis will be carried
out for the general case where no special structure is assumed.
1. This formula should explain why we have assumed that the oracle can provide information
on the volume of certain sets [see item (a)(i) in Subsection 5.2]. If such volume information were
not directly available, then it should be somehow estimated. Although this could be an important
issue in practice, its theoretical aspects are somewhat tangential to the present work.
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6. SINGLE-GRID SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION AND ITS COMPLEXITY
In this section, we describe the single-grid successive approximation algorithm and analyze its
complexity using the model of computation of Subsection 5.2. We consider separately: (i) the gen-
eral case, where the problem is not assumed to satisfy an accessibility condition, and (ii) the special
case, where the problem is assumed to satisfy a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility
rate p.
The basic idea in single-grid successive approximation is that we choose a grid-size hf so that
IIJ* - J * lo is small. We then keep applying the operator Thf until a sufficiently accurate ap-
proximation of J* is obtained.
6.1. The General Case.
Let e be the desired accuracy. From the discretization error bound of Corollary 3.1, we have
K'
IIJ * - Jhfi 10 •- (1 - a)2 hf. (6.1)
Thus, if we let
hf = ( a)2, (6.2)2K'
we obtain IIJ* - Jhf 11, -< c/2. [Actually, Corollary 3.1 has the condition h < 1/2K. This of no
concern because we are interested in the cases where e I 0 and/or a t 1. In these cases, Eq. (6.2)
shows that hf becomes arbitrarily small.] With our choice of hf, the complexity of evaluating
Th J, for some J that is simple on Sh, is O (1/((1 - a)2e) 2n+) (Lemma 5.1).
Let J° (x) = 0 for all x E S, and apply Thf on J0 for t times, where t is the smallest integer
satisfying
a IIThJl0 IIQ < .
2(1 - a) 2'
Let Jt be as defined in Eq. (5.5). Then, Eq. (5.6) yields IIJ;, - Jtllo E< c/2, and the triangle
inequality shows that
IIJ* - JtIIo _ IIJ* - Jf lloo + IIJh - Jt l, < C,
as desired.
We now bound the complexity of this algorithm. Since IIThJ°IIQ < 2K, it is seen that
log [2K/((1 - a)E)] (log (1_=; )
I log al +I loggal
Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is
0 I logal [(1- C_)2E .
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6.2. The Special Case
We now impose an accessibility condition, with accessibility rate p. Corollary 4.1 yields
K"
liJ' - J o II (1 ) hf.
We wish to have IIJ* - Jf IIa < E/2 and this can be accomplished by letting
hf (1-a)E
hf = 2K"
Accordingly, the complexity of each iteration is O (1/((1 - a)E)2 n+m).
Let again J°(x) = 0 for all x E S, and apply Thf on Jo for Ik + 1 times. Equation (5.8) yields
IIJh, - <(1 - )- IIThJ:llQ < ° )2K (6.3)
We now bound the complexity of the algorithm. We desire to have IIJhLf - Jlk+llloo < E/2 and,
from Eq. (6.3), this can be achieved with
log _ _
< (1 
-
+ 1= (log (jI log(1 - p)-I + j)K(1 -a)E
So, the complexity of the algorithm is
0 (log (1 ) (1 a) n+m)
We summarize our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1: There holds
C( a~) = o ( I logaal (1- Ca)2 eC
( I 1 ] 2 + m
Cacc(a, e) =0 (l (1-a)E [(1 a) 2n+n)
Furthermore, the complexity of the single-grid successive approximation algorithm is within these
bounds.
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7. COMPLEXITY OF MULTIGRID SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
In this section, we introduce a multigrid version of the algorithm of Section 6 and estimate its
complexity. The first iterations of this algorithm are executed with a relatively large value of h
(coarse grid) and the value of h is gradually reduced (grid refinement) as the algorithm proceeds.
The basic idea is that the results of the initial iterations are fairly inaccurate approximations of
J*, so the use of a very fine grid is unnecessary. Thus, most iterations are executed on relatively
coarse grids, with much less computational costs, and the overall complexity of the algorithm is
improved.
Multigrid methods have been extensively studied in the context of partial differential equations,
and have been found to lead to substantially faster convergence (both theoretically, and in practice)
[9], [14]. As far as dynamic programming problems are concerned, our method seems to be new.
Some alternative methods ([1,2], [16]) are discussed in Subsection 7.3.
As in Section 6, we will analyze the complexity of the multigrid algorithm for the general case
and for the special case where an accessibility condition is imposed. Our results show that the
complexity of multigrid successive approximation is (for both cases) better than that of the single-
grid method by a factor of log (1/ ((1 - a)e)), and is optimal in a sense to be discussed in Subsection
7.5.
7.1 The General Case
The algorithm starts by fixing an appropriate coarsest grid-level (discretization parameter) ho.
The choice of ho is independent of a and E, but we require that ho < 1/2K, so that the discretization
error bound of Corollary 3.1 applies. We then compute the function Jjo exactly, and let JFo = J.o'
We switch to a new grid-level by replacing ho by ho/2, and use JFo to initialize the computations
at the new grid-level.
More generally, at any grid-level h, we do the following. We start with an initial estimate Jh
and we compute TJhI, t = 1,2,..., t(h), where t(h) is the smallest positive integer such that
IIT,(h)j h- T(h) -l JI 2K'h
[The fact that such a t(h) exists is evident because TphJh converges.] At that point, we let
jTh)Jj+ 2(1- a) [ min(Tk(h) zJI - Th)-l J Z)(x)} + max{(T lhJ - Th I)(]
(7.2)
which is our final estimate at the current grid-level. Then, Eq. (5.6) yields
at(h)IIJ - I < a It0(h)j t (h)-i ae -|IIJL|- -< I 2(1- a) -T Izh hllQ 2(1- a) IThJh IJQ (7.3)
If
K'h e
(7.4)(1_- )2 -2 ()
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the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, we replace h by h/2 and use the final function JF of the
current grid-level to initialize the computations at the next grid-level. That is, J/2 - JhF
It is clear that after a finite number of grid-level changes, Eq. (7.4) will be satisfied, and this
shows that the algorithm eventually terminates.
We now verify correctness of the algorithm. Let hf be the final grid-level at which the algorithm
terminates. Using Corollary 3.1, we have
IIJ,-J lloo (1- _) 2 -2 (7.5)
Furthermore, Eqs. (7.1) and (7.3) yield
j* K'h < I C 1x ft(hffjl t(hf)-1II < (f7eIh- J o 2(1 _ a) II Tfh) J h - T )) h< (1- a)2 (7.6)
Equations (7.5)-(7.6) and the triangle inequality yield IIJ* - JF ljoo < c, as desired.
In order to develop a complexity estimate, we need to bound the number t(h) of iterations at
each grid-level. This is done in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 7.1: For h E {ho/2,ho/4,...,hf}, and every t E {O,1,...,t(h)}, we have IIThJhIIIQ <
2K/(1 - a).
Proof: The proof proceeds by induction. We have IIJ 0o/2llQ = IJol IQ < 2K/(1-a), by Eq. (3.25).
Assume that IIJNIIQ < 2K/(1 - a) for some h E {ho/2,ho/4,...,hf}. Then, using Lemma 3.3,
IIThJhIIQ <_ 2K + c2K/(1 - a) = 2K/(1 - a) and, continuing inductively, the same bound holds
for IITtJ'IIQ, t = 1,... ,t(h). It is seen from Eq. (7.2) that
IIJ/IIllq = IJ II Tt(h)J ll < 2K
- 1--a'
q.e.d.
Lemma 7.2: There exists a constant c, independent of a and e, such that t(h) < c/ log al, for
h = ho/2, ho/4,..., hf.
Proof: Fix some h E {ho/4,ho/8,...,hf} and let J = t(2h)-1J2I. (Thus, J is the function
available just before the last iteration at grid-level 2h.) Then, Eq. (7.1) yields
4K'h
IIT2hJ- JlQ < ( ) (7.-7).
Using the triangle inequality, the fact that 11 - IIQ < 211 * Ioo, Eq. (7.7), and Theorem 3.1, we have
IIThT2hJ - T2hjJIQ < IIThT2hJ - TT2hJIIQ + IITT2hJ - T2hT2hjJIQ + IIT2hT2hJ - T2hJIIQ
< 2(I[ThT2hJ - TT2hllo + IITT2hJ - T2hT2hJIIoo) + alIT2hJ - JI]Q
< 2 ((K 1 + aK 2llT 2,hjll)h + (Kl + aK2 llT 2hjllQ)2h) + ( 4K'h
(7.8)
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By Lemma 7.1, we have [IT2hJJ[oo < 2_ . Using this inequality in Eq. (7.8), we obtain
_2K 4K'h 10K'
IThIT2hJ-T2hJIQ < 6(K 1 + aK2 )h+ ( 1 ) < 1 h, (7.9)1 - a (1 - a) 1- cI
where the last inequality follows from the fact K' = K 1 + 2K 2K [cf. Eq. (3.27)]. Notice that the
left-hand side of Eq. (7.9) is equal to IIThJih - Jh'lQ. Using Eq. (7.9) and the fact that Th is a
contraction operator, with contraction factor a, with respect to the quasi-norm 11 II q, we obtain
I ,, -~t T ~,-~Ja~ < *-_ll[h.J/, - J~IIQ < C-" 10K' 7.|IThJh -Th 'Jh1Q < Ot-lllThJh - Jhiq h .1 lOK .(7.10)
-lh - T~1-a
In particular, if t is chosen so that 10a t < 2, then the termination condition of Eq. (7.1) is
satisfied. This shows that t(h) is no larger than the smallest t such that 10a t < 2 and, therefore,
t(h) < c/l log al, where c is some absolute constant.
The proof for the case h = ho/2 is identical, provided that we define J = JO/2 = Jho* We then
have IIT2hJ - ojJQ = 0lTh.J~0 - JlIQ =  and inequality (7.7) is trivially true. The rest of the
argument holds without any changes. q.e.d.
Notice that at each grid-level h we starting with a function Jh, that is simple on S2h and,
therefore, simple on Sh. Since only simple functions are involved, Lemma 5.1 provides an estimate
of the complexity of each iteration. Using also Lemma 7.1 to estimate the number of iterations at
each grid-level, the total complexity of the algorithm is
C(c,e) - O ( l[ [(1/hf)2n+m + (1/2h'f)2 n+m + (1/4hf)2n+m +
( l ( l )2ff [1+ 2 +4 +* ])(7.11)I log c (i _ 2 m
1 1 2n+[
=O (i1oa[ ((1--1)+
[The last step in Eq. (7.11) uses the relation hf = f (c(1 - a) 2) which is a consequence of the
termination criterion (7.4).] Notice that we have ignored the computations involved at the first
grid-level ho. This is justifiable because we can compute JZo with a number of operations that
is independent of a and e (e.g. using linear programming or policy iteration) and let j 
Jho In practice, we might only compute an approximation of J*ho e.g., by using the successive
approximation algorithm at grid-level ho. It is easily verified that such a modification does not
change our complexity estimate.
7.2. The Special Case
We now assume that the problem satisfies a k-stage accessibility condition with accessibility rate
p. The algorithm is almost the same except for the following differences. The initial grid-size ho is
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chosen to satisfy ho < min(1/2K, ha), where K is the constant of Assumptions A.1-A.4 and h, is
the constant of Theorem 4.2. Furthermore, the termination criterion of Eq. (7.4) is replaced by
K"h c
<-a (7.12)1- c- 2'
where K" is the constant of Corollary 4.1.
The proof of termination is the same as in Subsection 7.1. Correctness of the algorithm also
follows similarly, except that we have to invoke Corollary 4.1 instead of Corollary 3.1. We now
bound the number of iterations at each grid-level.
Lemma 7.3: Under the accessibility condition, there exists a constant c, independent of a and E,
such that t(h) < c, for h = ho/2, ho/4,..., hf.
Proof: The proof is identical with the proof of Lemma 7.2. The only difference is that, under the
k-stage accessibility condition, Eq. (7.10) gets replaced by
[[TkL+lJ/ ThtLJallQ < (1-p) |ThJh Jt|| ,
IIT k t 1J- - TktJI (1 - P) t IlThJI - J~Ijq.
As a is replaced by the absolute constant 1 - p, it follows that t(h) is also bounded by an absolute
constant independent of a. q.e.d.
We now use Lemma 7.3 to estimate the complexity of the algorithm. We obtain
Ca,,,c(, ) = O ((1/hf) 2n+ m + (1/2hf)2 n+m + (1/4hf)2 n+ m +...)
= (( 1 )2n+m [1 2 - ])
= ( (1 - a)E]
We have used in the last step the fact hf = (e(1 - ac)) which is a consequence of Eq. (7.12). We
summarize our conclusions:
Theorem 7.1: There holds
(11og (1 )2 ) (7.13)
and
Cacc (oa, ) 0 (1- ) 2n+m (7.14)
Furthermore, the complexity of the multigrid successive approximation algorithms presented in this
Section is within these bounds.
A comparison of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 shows that the multigrid algorithm is an improvement
over its single-grid counterpart.
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7.3 A Comparison With Other Algorithms
We compare our multigrid algorithm with the algorithms reported in [1,2], [16]. The main
differences are as follows:
1. The problems solved in these references involve continuous time and lead to an elliptic partial
differential equation, while we are dealing with discrete-time problems that lead to an integral
equation.
2. The algorithms of [1,2], [16] are based on policy iteration whereas we use successive approxi-
mation. The policy iteration algorithm involves a "policy evaluation" step which amounts to
solving the linear equation TJ, = J,, where it is a certain policy. It is then suggested that
the solution of this equation be carried out using a multigrid algorithm. Whereas an algorithm
similar to ours could be suitable for that task, the multigrid algorithm of [1,2], [16] is radically
different. Ours proceeds from coarser to finer grids, whereas the algorithm in these references
moves repeatedly up and down between different grids. This latter strategy is certainly appro-
priate for the solution of certain partial differential equations [14], but it is unclear if it could be
beneficial for the solution of discounted discrete-time problems.
3. The complexity analysis in [1,2] is carried out only for a specific example. Furthermore, the
analysis is based on a heuristic correspondence between policy iteration and Newton's method,
together with an implicit assumption that Newton's method converges very fast.
There may be practical reasons for choosing policy iteration over successive approximation, even
though it seems rather difficult to establish nice bounds on the number of policy iteration steps
required for convergence. If policy iteration is employed, our multigrid algorithm may be still used
for policy evaluation. The complexity estimates in this case are the same as the ones in Theorem
7.1, except that m should be set to zero, to reflect the fact that fixing a policy eliminates the burden
of choosing an optimal value of the control at each state.
7.4. Lower Bounds and the Optimality of Multigrid Successive Approximation
The following lower bounds on the complexity of the solution of MDPs have been established in
[11]:
C(f,")= n ((1 1)2)n+m (7.15)
c = n((t1 =) )2n+m)- (7.16)
and apply to any conceivable algorithm, within our model of computation.
By comparing these lower bounds with the complexity of our algorithm (Theorem 7.1), we note
the following:
1. For problems satisfying the accessibility condition, our algorithm is optimal; that is, its com-
plexity is within a constant factor of the lower bound.
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2. Without an accessibility condition, our algorithm is always within a factor of O (1/1 log al) =
O (1/(1 - a)) of the optimal. In particular, if ca is fixed and we concentrate on the dependence
on c, our algorithm is again optimal.
Let us also mention that the above lower bounds hold for any problem discretization. Fur-
thermore, these lower bounds also bound the number of oracle queries needed in order to obtain
sufficient information to compute an E-approximation of J* [11]. We then notice that the number
of oracle queries in the multigrid algorithm is equal to the lower bounds. This implies that our dis-
cretization scheme is optimal, in the sense that no discretization using a smaller number of queries
could accomplish the desired goal.
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8. COMPUTING c-OPTIMAL POLICIES
In this section, we consider the computation of an c-optimal policy, that is, a stationary policy
whose expected cost is within e of the optimal. The main result of this section is that the upper
and lower bounds of Section 7 are applicable to this problem as well; furthermore, computing an c-
optimal policy is "as hard as" computing an c-optimal cost function (that is, the cost of computing
the former is within a constant factor of the cost of computing the latter, and vice versa).
8.1 Definition of c-Optimal Policies
Given a value of the discretization parameter h, we consider the set Hh of all policies at grid-
level h [see Eq. (4.4)]. These policies are easy to deal with computationally because they are simple
functions on Sh. Recall that if A E Ith, we must have A(x) E U,(x) for all x E S. However, this
does not always imply that j(x) E U(x); that is, we have II H, in general.
To each A E Ibh we associate the operator T : B (S) -* B (S) defined by
T1 J(X)Ldfg9(x,ii(x)) + a J(y)P(ylx,j (x)) dy. (8.1)
[Note that, if i E II, this definition is consistent with our earlier definition of Ta; see Eq. (2.12)].
We also associate to A the operator T: B (S) - B (S) defined by
TcJ( ) O= gh (Xx, A(X)) + a | J(Y)Ph(YI X, A(x)) dy. (8.2)
Similarly to T., TA and TA are monotone contraction operators and satisfy Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11). Let
Jj and J, be the fixed points of Ta and TA, respectively. Note that J, (respectively, JA) can be
interpreted as the expected cost functions associated with stationary policy A for the original MDP
(respectively, for the discretized MDP).
Definition 8.1: Let e > 0. A function j : S '-+ C is called an c-optimal policy if there exists some
h > 0 such that i E IIh, IIJA - J*1|o < c, and IIJr - J*lloo < E.
We now proceed to analyze the complexity of computing an c-optimal policy.
8.2 Upper Bounds for Computing c-optimal Policies
We will show that computing an c-optimal policy is "no harder than" (within a constant factor
in cost of) computing an e-optimal cost function; thus, the upper bounds of Theorem 7.1 [Eqs.
(7.13) and (7.14)] apply to the computation of an c-optimal policy as well. To show this, we use the
well known fact that the policy used in the final iteration of successive approximation algorithm is
basically an e-optimal policy. The proof of this result depends on the following lemma:
Lemma 8.1: Let J be an element of B(S). Suppose that i E nh is a policy that attains the
minimum in the formula for ThJ, that is,
Th J(x) = gh(x, Ai(x)) + a j .(y)Ph(yI , A (x))dy, Vx E S.
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(Equivalently, ThJ = TiJ.) Then for all h E (0, 1/2K] there hold:
a) lJh - Jlloo II aIITJh - jjlQ
b) I]JA - Jiloo < a(K1+ aK 2 J11Jll iQ)h, where K 1 and K 2 are the constants of Theorem 3.1.
Proof:
a) Since ThiJ = TJ, we have
IlJhf - Jilloo < 1lJ; - ThJlloo + llTrj - Jlloo
a< llThJ- Jlloo + a1 ---1-a 1-a
= 21 -- llThJ - lloo
where we have used Eq. (5.2) to obtain the second inequality. For any scalar c, we have Th(J+ c) =
Ti(J + c), that is, A is still a minimizing policy if the function J is shifted by any constant. So,
IIJJ - Jloo < 2 a IlTh(J+ cc)(J+)=2aoo IITJ - -(1- c)cllm.1 a a1 -a
By letting c = (i)[sup=(Th- J)(x) + inf,(ThJ - J)(x)], we obtain the desired result.
b) It is clear from the definition of T1, and Ta that
IIT;J - TJlloo < (K + 2KplJllQ)h, VJ E B(S),
where K is the constant of Assumptions A.1-A.4 and Kp is the constant of Lemma 3.1. It follows
from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that K < K 1 and 2Kp < K 2. So, using Lemma 3.2 we obtain
IIJ - -J11 < -11 (K 1 + aK2 IIJJllQ)h,
as required.
q.e.d.
To use Lemma 8.1, suppose that we compute an e-optimal cost function for the general case,
using the multigrid successive approximation algorithm of Subsection 7.1. Let J = Tt(hf )-1l 
so that Thf J corresponds to the last successive approximation iteration [cf. Eq. (7.6)]. Let ,u be a
policy that attains the minimum in Th, J. Then by Lemma 8.1(a),
llJf - J11 < 1o - IIThJ-JIIQ < , (8.3)
where the last inequality follows from Eq. (7.6). Furthermore, since IIJFIIQ < 2 [cf. Eq. (3.24)]
we see from Eqs. (3.27) and (7.5) that
(K + cK 2llJll)hf < K hf < -. (8.4)1-ax Ct- a)) 3-2
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By Lemma 8.1(b),
llJr,- Jalso < A (8.5)
Lastly, the choice of hf [cf. Eq. (7.5)] ensures that the discretization error
IIJ- - Jh-,oo < 2. (8.6)
Using the triangle inequality and Eqs. (8.3), (8.5), (8.6), we conclude that
IIJ* - Jll-o < IIJ< - Jhf IIo + IIJhf - JAljoo< E, (8.7)
llJ* - JH.1oo < IIJ* - Jlls + IIj - J4ll < 2E. (8.8)
(Thus, Eqs. (8.7)-(8.8) show that A is a 2E-optimal policy.) We note that a similar reasoning yields
the bounds of Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8) for the special case where the accessibility condition is satisfied.
We conclude that the work needed to compute an c-optimal policy is no greater than that
of computing an 2-optimal cost function, and the upper bounds of Theorem 7.1 apply to the
computation of an e-optimal policy.
Let us now consider the problem of computing an c-optimal admissible policy, that is, a policy
p E II such that IIJ, - J*ll o < c. This can be done, in principle, by first computing an E-optimal
policy (for some smaller c) and approximating it by an element of II, due to the following lemma:
Lemma 8.2: Let J E B(S), p E II, A E rih, and let K be the constant of Assumptions A.1-A.4.
Then,
[ITJ - TiJl[oo < (K + aKlIJIIJllQ)ll - jll 0.
Furthermore,
IIJ - Jilloo < (K + cYKIIJ~IIQ)IIp - illoo-
Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from the fact that Ig(x,ML(x)) - g(x,,u(x))l and
IP(ylx,lp(x)) - P(ylx,(zx))l are both bounded by KII u- i1100; the second part follows from
Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
The computation of an c-optimal admissible policy p proceeds as follows. We first choose a
discretization parameter h which is small enough so that the discretization error K'h/(l1 - a)2 is no
greater that 8. We use the multigrid successive approximation algorithm to compute an '-optimal
cost function and, according to our earlier discussion, we obtain as a by-product an '-optimal
policy Ai E Ih; that is, IIJ* - Jiloo <_ /2.
We note from Lemma 4.1 that there exists some p E II such that I1 - Alloo < (K + 1)h;
so, by Lemma 8.2, 1IJ1 - JllIoo < 1 'a (K + aKKIIJllQ)(K + 1)h. It can be seen from the proof
of Theorem 3.1 that K(K + 1) is less than K 1 and K 2. Proceeding as in Eq. (8.4), we obtain
IIJr- Jal1o. < 8. So, by the triangle inequality,
6 6 5
IlJ* - J4ll < IliJ* - J2llo + IIJ8 - Jl < + = 
2 8 8
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Thus, J, is indeed an c-optimal admissible policy, as desired.
If the method in the preceding paragraph is to be used, we must be able, given any i E Ih, to
compute an admissible u E II such that I|1 - pjIKo is smaller than clh, for some constant cl. This
is, in general, impossible under our model of computation; in fact, it is even impossible, in general,
to represent an element of II using a finite data structure. On the other hand, for problems that
arise in practice, the sets U(x) often have a simple structure and this task is feasible. In those
cases, the computation of an c-optimal admissible policy is no harder than the computation of an
c-optimal cost function.
8.3 Lower Bounds for Computing c-Optimal Policies
We observe that an c-optimal policy, by definition, determines the optimal cost function J*
to within c; so, the lower bounds of Subsection 7.4 [Eqs. (7.15)-(7.16)] apply to the computation
of an c-optimal policy as well. (See [11] for more details.) It remains to argue that computing
an c-optimal policy is "no easier than" computing an c-optimal cost function (that is, the cost of
computing latter is within a constant factor of the cost of computing the former).
For the special case where an accessibility condition is imposed, the upper bound for computing
an c-optimal cost function is within a constant factor of the lower bound [cf. Eqs. (7.14) and (7.16)].
We conclude that computing an c-optimal policy is no easier than computing an c-optimal cost
function. Thus, we have shown for problems satisfying an accessibility condition that computing
an c-optimal policy is as hard as computing an c-optimal cost function.
We now consider the general case. For a fixed and we concentrate on the dependence on c, the
upper bound for computing an e-optimal cost function is within a constant factor of the lower bound
[cf. Eqs. (7.13) and (7.15)]. Arguing as in the preceding paragraph, we conclude that, with respect
to the dependence on c, computing an c-optimal policy is as hard as computing an c-optimal cost
function. But because of the "gap" of O (0 ) between the upper and lower bounds, we cannot
draw the same conclusion for the dependence on a; a different argument is needed.
The basic idea of the argument is as follows. We will show that if an 2-optimal policy is available,
then an e-optimal cost function can be quickly computed (with complexity better than the lower
bound). Thus, an algorithm can first compute an '-optimal policy, then use the policy to compute
an c-optimal cost function with total computational cost within some constant factor of the cost of
computing the policy. It follows that computing an c-optimal policy is no easier than computing
an c-optimal cost function.
To use the method described in the preceding paragraph, additional assumptions are required.
First we define
H(ere K is the constant of C rollary 3.1. It is clear from t(0lh discussion in Subsection 8.2 that, fo1)
where K' is the constant of Corollary 3.1. It is clear from the discussion in Subsection 8.2 that, for
any discount factor ae < 1 and accuracy parameter e > 0, there exists some h E H(a, c) such that
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nh. contains an c-optimal policy. We next introduce the assumptions:
C.1 The dimension of the control space m is at least 1.
C.2 Given any discount factor ca < 1 and accuracy parameter e > 0, if As is an c-optimal policy,
then i E fnh for some h E H(ae, c).
Note that Assumption C.1 excludes problems with finite control space. And we "need" Assump-
tion C.2 to ensure that the policy under consideration is not unnecessarily complicated and can be
used to quickly compute an c-optimal cost function.
For the remainder of the discussion, Assumptions C.1-C.2 will be in effect. Let i be an -
optimal policy and J°(x) = 0 for all x E S. From the successive approximation error bounds [cf.
Eq. (5.5)], if
t= TJ + 2(1 a) [min{(TJ - T- J)(x)} + max{(TSJ - T-J)(x)}],
then
cat atIlIJ- Jtll < IT)JO - J° J IQ < K,
2(1- a)- 1-ca
where we have used the fact that IITJ°0 IIQ < 2K.
We now apply Ti on J 0 for t times, where t is the smallest integer such that l _ K < 2. This
ensures that II[J - JtlOlO , and by the triangle inequality,
liJ* - Jt ll 0 • IIJ* - Jjll 0 + IIJ1 - Jt tl < e
Thus, Jt is an e-optimal cost function, as desired.
To bound the complexity of computing Jt, it is seen (cf. Subsection 6.1) that
t=O 1-a '(log(ia
And by Lemma 5,1, the cost of an iteration of Ti is O (h-(n+m)), which by Assumption C.2 is
O ((-a1)2)*. Thus, using the '-optimal policy, we can compute an c-optimal cost function with
cost
(log n(A ) ( 1a) )+m)
V 1 - a (1- a)C s 
which is less than the lower bound Qf (((1-)2) ) . This completes the proof that computing
an c-optimal policy is no easier than computing an c-optimal cost function. Hence, we have shown
for problems not assumed to satisfy an accessibility condition that computing an c-optimal policy
is as hard as computing an c-optimal cost function.
Lastly, it is seen from the preceding argument that Assumption C.2 can be relaxed, with H(a, c)
replaced by
H'(a, e)d h e (O, 1)h> (1 a)2+2, where i = m a, E (0,1).
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9. EXTENSIONS.
We discuss here certain extensions of our results and provide some suggestions for future research.
We will only present the main ideas and the reader is referred to [10] for more details.
9.1. Piecewise Lipschitz Continuous Dynamics
Assumption A.2 requires P(ylx, u) to be Lipschitz continuous. This assumption is unnecessarily
restrictive, and rules out many interesting examples. In fact our results remain valid if g (x, u) I < K
for all x E S, u E C and Assumption A.2 is replaced by the following:
Assumption B.2: There exists a constant K > 1 such that:
(i) fs IP(ylx,u) - P(ylx',u')Idy < K(x - x'11oo + Ilu - u'lloo), for all x,x' E S and u,u' E C.
(ii) For every x E S and u E C, P(ylx, u) is a "piecewise Lipschitz continuous" function of y.
By P being "piecewise Lipschitz continuous", we mean that we can partition the state space
S into a finite collection of disjoint subsets Ui such that P(. x, u) is Lipschitz continuous, with
Lipschitz constant K, on each set Ui. Furthermore, to rule out pathological cases, we require that
the sets Us have "piecewise smooth" boundary.
With Assumption A.2 replaced by Assumption B.2, it can be shown that the discretizations of
Section 3 again satisfy
J IP(yix,u) - Ph((ylx,u)ldy < Kph, Vh E (0,ho],
(cf. Lemma 3.1) and this property is the key to the discretization error bounds of Theorem 3.1. Fur-
thermore, any accessibility condition in the continuous problem is again inherited by the discretized
problem (cf. Theorem 4.2). As a consequence, all subsequent results, as well as the complexity anal-
ysis, remain valid.
9.2. The case where P is not a probability measure
Suppose that lg(x, u)I < K for all x E S,u E C. We can relax Assumption A.4 by assuming
instead that there exists some constant K > 1 such that for all x, y E S and u E C we have:
(a) fs P(ylz, u) dy < 1,
(b) P(ylx, u) [0, K].
Such an assumption can be used to model those MDPs in which the system has some nonzero
probability of entering a zero-cost absorbing state.
In an even more general class of problems, we can assume that:
(a') fs IP(ylx, u)l dy < 1,
(b') IP(ylx, u)I [0, K].
A convenient discretization rule for such problems is to let
Ph(8yx,iu) =P([,&yt&5.,), if I P(,l&x, i)ldy < 1,
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and
Ph(yzX Iu) s IP(¥l&.%, i)ldy' otherwise.
Since P is allowed to be negative, it is clear that T and Th are now no longer monotone operators.
However, they are still contraction operators, with contraction factor a, and the proof of Theo-
rem 3.1 (discretization error bounds) remains valid provided that 11- IIQ is replaced by 11- I-oo Using
the algorithm of Section 7 (with some minor modifications) it can be shown that the complexity of
the multigrid successive approximation algorithm is
O I log al (1 - a)2 )
exactly as in the case of MDPs satisfying Assumptions A.1-A.4. Unlike the case where P cor-
responds to a probability measure, we cannot improve this complexity estimate by imposing an
accessibility condition on P. In fact, the lower bound for the case where P is a nonnegative
subprobability measure and satisfies an accessibility condition is shown in [11] to be
,([ (1 )2E 2n) (9.1)
This may seem counterintuitive, given the fact that the case of a nonnegative subprobability mea-
sure can be always reduced to the case of a probability measure, by introducing an additional
absorbing state to which all of the "missing" probability is channeled. The catch is that the
accessibility condition is destroyed in the course of this state augmentation.
9.3 Fredholm Equations of the Second Kind
A Fredholm equation of the second kind is an equation of the form
g(x) + j G(y, x)J(y) dy = J(y),
where S is a bounded subset of Rn, g and G are given functions, and J is the unknown.
The numerical solution of this equation has been well studied (see e.g. [14], [22], [26] and the
references therein). Let us assume that G is a bounded function and that fs G(y, x)I dy < a for
all x E S, where a E (0, 1). If we let P(ylx) = G(y,xz)/at, it is clear that we are dealing with the
problem discussed in Section 9.2, except that the the control variable u is absent. (Thus, m = 0.)
It follows that (under Lipschitz continuity assumptions) our multigrid algorithm can be used to
compute an e-approximation of the solution and has complexity
1 [ 1 ]2n)
0( I log ( I )2e38
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Furthermore, the lower bound of Eq. (9.1) becomes
and therefore our algorithm is p imal as f r as t e dependence on is c)2oncerned.
and therefore our algorithm is optimal as far as the dependence on E is concerned.
Multigrid algorithms for Fredholm's equation can also be found in [14] and [22], and they are
different in the following respects. First, the algorithms in these references are more general because
they do not require a contraction assumption. Furthermore, these algorithms perform computations
on fine grids and then use certain coarse-grid corrections. This is in contrast to our method that only
proceeds from coarse to fine grids. According to our results, for the problems we are considering,
our method has optimal dependence on the accuracy parameter e and close to optimal dependence
on a. (Note that a can be viewed as a measure of ill-conditioning of the problem.) It is unclear
whether the algorithms in [14] have any similar optimality properties.
9.4. Different Norms
Let us consider the Lp-norm on B(S) defined by
IiJi [d J IJ(y)Pdy] , p E [1,oo).
Since the volume of S is bounded by 1, it is easily shown that IIJIIp < I IJlloo for any J E B(S) and
any p E [1, oo). For this reason, the function J returned by our algorithms automatically satisfies
IIJ - J*IIp < •.
It also turns out [11] that the lower bounds on the computational complexity of the problem do
not change when Lp-norms are used to measure the error J - J*. It follows such a different choice
of norms does not affect the optimality properties of our algorithms.
9.5. Average Cost Problems
Our results can be extended to the case of average cost Markov Decision Problems. In par-
ticular, under an accessibility condition optimal algorithms can be obtained. On the other hand,
without an accessibility condition, average cost problems are, in general, ill-posed and have infinite
computational complexity. It is an interesting research problem to find conditions that are weaker
than accessibility and that guarantee well-posedness.
9.6. Another Formulation of Discrete-Time Stochastic Control Problems
In an alternative formulation of discrete-time stochastic control, we are given a dynamical equa-
tion of the form
2rk+l -f(kUk W;)39
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where k denotes the time index, xk denotes the state, uk the control, and Wk denotes a noise term
with known probability density Q(wklxk, Uk). Even though such problems can be reformulated
into our framework, the resulting density P(.'zk, Uk) is not, in general, Lipschitz continuous. In
particular, our results do not apply. An important special case in which our results are inapplicable
is the case of deterministic systems in which P corresponds to a singular measure, as opposed to
a density. The problem of characterizing the best possible discretization error and the design of
optimal (or close to optimal) algorithms for such problems is open to the best of our knowledge.
9.7. Some Practical Issues.
Although our algorithm has excellent theoretical properties, a lot of systematic experimentation
is needed to assess its practicality. Furthermore, in a practical implementation, several modifica-
tions are worth investigating.
a) Different discretization procedures can be tried in an effort to exploit any additional smoothness
in the problem data.
b) Many practical problems involve unbounded state spaces and ways must be found to handle such
problems.
c) Whereas our algorithm uses a priori bounds to decide when to change grid-level, one might be
able to use information generated by the algorithm and improve performance. In particular,
one could try to generate estimates of the degree of smoothness of J*, while the algorithm is
running.
d) Finally, the implementation of the "oracle calls" could present several challenges. This is true
especially for the oracle calls that provide volume estimates and that generate the sets Uh(x) of
admissible controls for the discretized problem.
e) In practice, the running time of successive approximation can be improved by using Gauss-Seidel
iterations, and doing a Jacobi iteration only when successive approximation error bounds are
needed.
9.8. Conclusions
We have studied the computational requirements of continuous-state Markov Decision Problems
and have obtained some fairly definite conclusions, by presenting algorithms with certain optimality
properties. There are several problems that remain to be addressed, having to do with alternative
formulations (Subsection 9.6), continuous-time formulations, algorithmic implementation issues
(Subsection 9.7). We see our work as a contribution to the understanding of the computational
issues associated with control theory. Such issues are important because they will ultimately
determine the practicality of different faces of control theory.
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